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Tony Dunford 

 

A STRANGE YEAR 

And as it draws to a close, I’d like to send you BEST WISHES from all the team for a very 

HAPPY CHRISTMAS and a HEALTHY NEW YEAR. 

We can reflect back and be pleased that professionally, that you and ourselves, are 

involved - in different ways – in contributing to better healthcare worldwide; and we look 

forward to continuing this in 2021 

Steve Biddulph  15th December 2020 

 

Introducing Roxy who is taking up the role of Entertainment Provider here. 

 

ROXY is the result of another successful Galenisys ANDA .  

It’s not just vaccines that are getting approved; Roxys’ arrival  results from a pressing ANDA # . Naturally 

a period of training in procedures is underway, and in due course full compliance is anticipated. 

Meanwhile some corrective actions have been necessary. As might have been expected, there have 

been some mild side effects (on others); such as the need to take evening walks. The effect on the cat 

(when it reappears) will be the subject of a future study! 

# A New Dog Application 
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The BIG ROLL-OUT 2021 

We can expect next years’ headlines to major on the manufacture, distribution, & use of 

the vaccines post stage 3. Here at Galenisys we’ll be following the roll-out with 

particular interest, having helped several of the production sites which are now gearing 

up, with assignments to observe and tutor sterile suite behaviour & techniques , plus  

audits & remediation.  We wish them well. 

 

GALENISYS EXPERIENCE IN AFRICA 

 

In this article Eric Gruber emphases that the key to implementing Healthcare Industry 

Investment Projects in Africa; is an understanding of country specific historical & technical 

factors, it’s working methods, availability of skilled people, & supplier support 

infrastructure. 

There are huge cultural & geographical differences between the 3 major areas of Africa - the 

Northern “Maghreb Countries; sub-Sahara Equatorial Africa; and Southern Africa, to The Cape. 

Our case study of success is located somewhere in Egypt,….. the plant was growing older & older 

and required modernisation. As so often, the budget was being allocated to regular maintenance, 

and did not permit the necessary construction & refurbishment. Every year, several projects were 

then postponed, so central (allocating) departments thus argued the postponements were 

indications they were not urgent!  Hence “if it is urgent, it can wait”. 

A new strategy was needed to get the investment. The local pharmaceutical business teams were 

experienced, and knew many local companies, & we thought that, with help, they could become the 

plant’s partners in upgrades. The aim was to train & develop pharmaceutical engineering expertise 

within the technical teams of willing local companies, rather than use the established international 

contractors. 

 It was a real challenge for all of us, but we decided to take it on. 

Our teams, working very closely with to chosen local companies, succeeded to significantly reduce 

the budget required for the refurbishment work necessary for the plant to continue producing, at an 

excellent level of compliance.  

With a pragmatic approach to GMP; the essential plant improvements actually happened, & it’s 

patients obtained the best available medicines they merited. The plant later even developed its 

export markets. Galenisys was there to realize the change of mentality and to help realise the 

dreams of a motivated team. 

With the right strategy, implementation & partnerships; 21st century Egyptians echo the same high 

standards of those other Egyptians who built the pyramids and decorated the tombs of their kings! 

Galenisys experience when participating in such past projects, can be summarised as: 

- Be specific to the country 

- Keep it simple: User Requirements Specifications must be “African” not “European” 

- Reference WHO’s GMPs and not FDA’s 

- Chose a local company for building works, but get an experienced works supervisor 

- Reduce the electronic content of the equipment.  “Select a Daccia, not a BMW”. 

- Celebrate success 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Poor Corporate Governance and Oversight are frequently cited factors in Observations of poor 

quality and non-compliances, by Regulatory agencies, particularly FDA investigators following 

(GMP, GCP and PAI) inspections. 

Official enquiries into major tragedies in other industries often mention Poor Corporate 

Governance and oversight. What is meant by this?? 

Governance is the way in which companies decide to run their business, with this enshrined (or 

not!) in a series of company policies, covering all functions and activities internally and 

externally. Governance will include Quality & Regulatory activities, Finance, Personnel 

Management, R&D, Marketing, Procurement, and Legal.  

Good Governance requires managing in a responsible and ethical manner, all areas of activity. 

It requires: 

1. Integrity - with all standards applying to a company’s activities being communicated & 

put into practice by all concerned parties via company policies. The standards must 

ensure that the ways of working are defined; taking into account the different cultures 

& socio-economic environments of third parties. These policies must be communicated 

internally & also to exterior stakeholders.  

2. Responsibility, accountability, and follow up - within the company’s organisation being 

clearly defined.  

As a result, the companys’ personnel can be expected to accept, and act in accordance with 

their responsibilities; and face accountability. In our experience successful policy execution is 

achieved with the help of full transparency on the strategy, objectives and individual actions to 

be taken; plus training, communication and collaboration. 

In the Pharmaceutical Industry Good Governance starts in basic research, & continues through 

development, non-clinical, clinical, registration, manufacture, distribution and post marketing 

surveillance; in order to ensure consistent and appropriate product quality, patient safety, and 

compliance with relevant regulatory and legal requirements. We can think of Good Governance 

as Quality Assurance for the whole organisation, but with different criteria. 

Good Governance has been given a boost - via communication with “stakeholders” - by the 

current trend for ESG investing. Essentially this means investing in companies which are 

judged to protect the Environment, promote Sustainability, and show good corporate 

Governance.  

Attention to Good Governance may become a pre-requisite of business success. 

And having discussed it, in the next article we will turn our attention to Company Oversight.  

Should you require further information on Good Governance and how to successfully improve 

or implement it in your company or function, then please contact Galenisys. 

Steve Biddulph 

 

Governance in the Health Industries 

Drawing on his long experience as a senior QA executive in various companies, Steve 

Biddulph connects Quality Assurance & Good Governance, and suggests how the 

former can help the latter. A future article of his will focus on Business Oversight. 

 



 

For further information on these and other topics in the Pharmaceutical Industry,  

please contact Steve Biddulph, Managing Director                                                                   

Mobile + 33 6 32 32 99 27  

email steve.biddulph@galenisys-pc.com 

 

Business in the Covid 19 environment 

Reflecting the Health Care Industries experience, Galenisys have also felt the 

pressures in 2020, and adapted to the new realities. As a result, it’s good to report, we, 

and our ongoing clients are still “present and correct”. Here’s how Agencies, 

Companies and ourselves are operating successfully.  Steve 

 

The Health Care Industries have been under considerable pressure during the pandemic. The 

crisis has affected every country in the world, and the demand for drugs and devices to treat 

the virus and resulting complications, has increased dramatically. The Industries have had to 

modify priorities, reallocate resources, and deal with the restrictions put into place. 

Regulatory Agencies have put GMP, GCP and other inspections on hold, in order to limit the 

risk of propagation of the infection. However, we are now beginning to see that the Agencies 

are moving towards remote inspections of documentation and data and this places 

additional burdens for resources in companies that are already under intense pressure. 

Galenisys has also curtailed the on-site evaluations, preparations and training, and other 

assistance we gave to clients during physical visits.  

However we have continued to provide remote support to clients in various languages in 

order to alleviate the pressure on their staff.  

In 2021 Galenisys will continue to offer this bespoke help - for example with issues arising 

from unexpected events, out of limit excursions and OOS results. Using data and reports 

forwarded by clients, we will rapidly indicate the possible causes of such incidents and provide 

companies with further avenues of investigation.  

Another area where remote support works, is the review of documentation for SOPs, 

Regulatory Filings or Quality System Processes and Procedures. We are proud to have in our 

team the wide experience of preparing and reviewing such documentation in many companies.  

In a similar way that Universities programme online education now, Galenisys can provide 

remote training – for example in – QA, QC, Qualification & Validation Protocols, Project 

Management, and Aseptic Techniques, drawing on our library of over 250 training 

modules. 

So don’t risk your people getting overloaded, Galenisys are present and ready to fill in any 

potential resource shortfall, ……….. because a certain virus is still around.

 

 

    


